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Visit Portsmouth ran a summer marketing campaign from June to August 2023, targeting London and 

the surrounding areas as people planned their travel for the summer holidays and beyond. It was 

made possible through support from our partners: Victorious Festival, Portsmouth Historic Dockyard, 

Spinnaker Tower, Gunwharf Quays, The D-Day Story and South Western Railway. 

For the 2023 campaign Visit Portsmouth booked advertising space with JC Decaux after the company 

offered a selection of different options to what had been utilised previously, including the large 

impactful advertising boards at Waterloo Station. Partners agreed to trial these new options which 

offered good value for money. 

As well as the poster sites there was a digital campaign running alongside (and beyond), with budget 

set aside for Meta (Facebook and Instagram) ads, in addition to the mobile ads included by JC Decaux 

as an added extra - further details below. 

Campaign results at-a-glance 

The London campaign with JC Decaux drove over 4.76 million impressions. 

There were nearly a quarter of a million over-deliveries. 

Our digital campaign delivered over 2.6 million impressions, reaching 1.28 million people. 

We achieved a click through rate 140% above the industry average, and our cost per click was just 

22% of what others typically pay. 

The Visit Portsmouth website saw increases in users (10.6%), sessions (11.2%), page views (6.4%) 

and pages per session (0.6%) during the campaign. 

London poster campaign 

For the London poster campaign with JC Decaux we took 1x Digital Rail Special and 24x Rail D6 

posters. These were displayed from 26 June to 9 July, with the D6 posters live all day and the Rail 

Digital Special running 4pm to 7pm Tuesday to Friday and 10am to 4pm Saturday (for the Commuter 

and Leisure Commuter audiences respectively). 

The Digital Rail Special utilised five different creatives - one each for Portsmouth Historic Dockyard, 

Victorious Festival, Gunwharf Quays, Spinnaker Tower and The D-Day Story. All had a striking image 

or video, alongside the Visit Portsmouth name and our campaign tagline: The Place to be in '23. 

South Western Railway was included in a banner along the bottom of every ad, which included the 

brand logo and URL for booking. 

The Victorious Festival and Spinnaker Tower adverts used video, whilst the remaining three had still 

imagery. 
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An example of the Digital Rail Special in place, showing a Spinnaker Tower advert. 

The D6 posters all used still imagery, and featured the Visit Portsmouth name and tagline at the top, 

with South Western Railway details at the bottom. 

  

Rail D6 ads in place, showing ads for Victorious (left) and The D-Day Story (right). 

Poster campaign - results 

In total these posters generated 4,429,375 impressions - a 5.8% increase on the projection of 

4,186,555. 

As part of their offer JC Decaux also included mobile ads, which are detailed further in the Digital 

Campaign section below. When the posters and mobile ads were combined, the JC Decaux campaign 

as a whole generated 4,765,445 impressions. This is an over-delivery on what was promised of 5.5%, 

or 248,639 impressions in real terms. 
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Midway through the campaign JC Decaux ran a series of Visual Impact Measurements, to see what in 

the ads drew and held people's attention, where they looked and how long they dwelled on an 

advert. 

It showed that the imagery was strong and had good interest, with skylines and people/faces doing 

particularly well. There was also a good showing for the Visit Portsmouth name and messaging, with 

people's eyes journeying through the ad from the image to the name and downwards to the 

additional information. 

That said, video was found to draw and hold attention more than still imagery, so this has been 

considered for part two of the campaign for autumn, where we will try to use more video where 

possible. 

South Western Railway 

Whilst SWR didn't have an advert in its own right, the operator was included on every single poster 

across both the Digital Rail Specials and Rail D6s. The footer-style banner included the brand name, 

logo and URL, and London locations were selected where South Western Railway operates services 

to Portsmouth (to not only promote SWR but encourage more people to take the train on one of its 

major routes). 

SWR was also included within the landing page on the Visit Portsmouth website, being mentioned in 

the content's introduction, with links to both the South Western Railway website and also its SWR 

Rewards platform. This was not only because SWR is a key partner but also to further promote 

sustainable travel into Portsmouth. 

During the course of the digital campaign there were strike days where services were impacted. As 

such we didn't include a dedicated South Western Railway ad within the digital element of the 

campaign, to ensure we didn't have negative sentiment among the comments and replies. SWR will 

feature more heavily in the autumn digital campaign, along with a sustainable travel message, 

provided no further industrial action takes place. If it does we will consider other ways to help 

promote SWR and the wider green travel message. 

Digital campaign 

Mobile app ads 

As noted above, JC Decaux ran a series of mobile app ads to support the digital poster sites. These 

promote brand awareness and ad recall, capitalising on our campaign being top-of-mind for those 

who had recently seen the digital posters. 

The ads took the form of: banners, MPUs (Mid-Page Units) and Interstitials (full page ads). The 

second two used similar creative to the D6 poster sites, whilst the banners went with a more generic 

Visit Portsmouth text-only message to work within the very narrow dimensions. 
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Mock ups of the ads for, left-to-right: Banner, MPU, Interstitial. 

These ran for the same period as the digital banners (26 June to 9 July). 

JC Decaux delivers its mobile ads across a host of apps and channels, including Facebook, Instagram, 

YouTube, National Rail, Met Office, Parkrun, TuneIn, Snapchat and more. 

The ads were initially delivered to those in London Waterloo and the immediate surrounds, but part-

way through the campaign it was extended out to also cover Richmond, Twickenham, Guildford, and 

Clapham. 

Mobile app ad results 

These ads generated 336,070 impressions, a 1.8% increase on the projected 330,251. The average 

view time was 12.4 seconds, an improvement on the 10 seconds JC Decaux more regularly sees. 

The click through rate did especially well, with our 0.09% result eclipsing JC Decaux's average of 0.03 

to 0.04%. 

The best CTR was seen on Fridays (0.11%) followed by Tuesdays and Saturdays (both 0.1%). Worst 

was Thursdays (0.07%) followed by Mondays and Wednesdays (both 0.08%), although the range 

from worst to best isn't huge. 

Perhaps unsurprisingly the larger ads delivered the best click through rate, with the narrow banners 

delivering the least. 

Meta ad campaign 

The Meta ad campaign used identical imagery to the London poster campaign for familiarity and ad 

recall. 
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Last year we used a video-heavy campaign, utilising new film content to generate interest and 

awareness, albeit at the expense of clicks through to the website. This time, with no new video 

content and aiming to vary the ad creative, we elected for imagery. As such, clicks through to the 

Visit Portsmouth website were set as a campaign objective. 

Clicks were directed towards a new landing page on the Visit Portsmouth website, featuring content 

about the main partners, as well as general information about the city. It also contained imagery 

from the campaign to reinforce familiarity. 

Six separate ad sets were created, with the budget split evenly across partners. There was a main 

destination advert that pulled together all the campaign creative into one carousel and had a broad 

message to cover Portsmouth more generally - as well as individual ads for Portsmouth Historic 

Dockyard, Victorious Festival, Spinnaker Tower, Gunwharf Quays and The D-Day Story. 

The carousel ad was optimised to show the best performing tile first, or the one which Facebook's 

algorithm thinks would have the most impact on each specific user - which also gave us the added 

benefit of shuffling the deck and ensuring certain partners aren't favoured in the running order. 
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Screengrabs of the Meta ads in a variety of placements: the Destination ad as it appeared in the 

Facebook Feed, the Gunwharf Quays ad on Messenger Stories, the Portsmouth Historic Dockyard ad 

in the Instagram Feed, the D-Day Story ad in the Facebook Video Feed, the Victorious image ad in 

Facebook stories, and the Spinnaker Tower ad in the Facebook Business Feed. 

Note: all ads appeared across numerous placements, the above is for illustration. 

All our ads targeted similar geographic areas (mostly those travelling in and around London, as well 

as places in easy reach of Portsmouth on South Western Railway's lines into the city). However, the 

demographic targeting was tweaked for each; the Victorious ads reaching those with an interest in 

live music, D-Day for history buffs, Gunwharf Quays for shopaholics, and so on. 

The Victorious Festival budget ended up being split between two ads, with 70% going on static, 

image-based ads and click throughs like the others, whilst the remaining 30% went on a video ad 

delivered in the last few weeks running up to the festival, using the same creative as was used in the 

Digital Rail Special. 

The digital campaign budget was initially split into two, with half the spend going on an initial two-

week rush whilst the poster sites were live, and the remaining half to be spent over the remaining 

seven weeks, running throughout summer. However, August saw a real improvement in the Cost Per 

Click metric - which our Meta Ad Adviser attributed to lower auction competition over the summer 

months driving costs down. As such we used a portion of leftover budget (earmarked for late 

opportunities or to further boost the autumn campaign) in August to take advantage of these 

favourable conditions. This made the spend over time look more like an inverted bell curve. 

Meta campaign results 

In total the digital campaign drove 2,624,182 impressions, with a reach of 1,279,999. With 27,709 

link clicks we had a click through rate of 2.16% and a cost per click of 0.11. 

Our achieved click through rate was 140% above average, with Wordstream benchmarking CTRs for 

the travel and hospitality industry at 0.9%. Wordstream also puts the industry's average cost per click 

at £0.50, making ours (£0.11) around a fifth of that. 

Website results 
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During the period of the London campaign (26 June to 9 July) the Visit Portsmouth website saw the 

following increases year-on-year: 

Users +27.1% 

Sessions +25.2% 

Page Views +17.5% 

New Users +28.4% 

The Pages Per Session metric did see a -1.5% drop, though this would be expected owing to the large 

bounce rate anticipated on content-dense landing pages (especially those with multiple external links 

to other organisations). 

Over the full period of the digital campaign (26 June to 28 August) the year-on-year increases were: 

Users +10.6% 

Sessions +11.2% 

Page Views +6.4% 

New Users +11.3% 

Pages Per Session +0.6% 

Looking ahead 

An autumn campaign has been prepared, using much the same tools, techniques and approaches as 

the above. We have again instructed JC Decaux to display digital posters in London, albeit with more 

video content this time and a newly created Destination video ad to play in between each partner ad. 

This means there will be a stronger destination message (also showing all partners) displayed more 

frequently. 

A digital budget has been allocated for further Meta ads, although consideration will need to be 

given to the creative to avoid fatigue among users. 


